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Studies of jet fragmentation in heavy-ion collisions can provide information about the mechanism of jet quenching inside the hot and dense
QCD matter created in these collisions. These proceedings present results from measurements of charged particle yields within and around
the jets in dijet, gamma+jet and Z+jet systems measured in5.02 TeV Pb+Pb andpp collisions using the ATLAS detector at the LHC.
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1. Introduction

In the collisions of the ultrarelativistic heavy nuclei at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC), hot and dense matter called a
quark-gluon plasma QGP (see Refs. [1,2] for recent reviews)
is produced. Jets from hard-scattering processes traverse and
interact with this medium. During that, they lose energy via
a process called jet quenching. The rates and characteristics
of these jets in heavy-ion collisions can be compared with the
same quantities inpp collisions, where no production of QGP
is expected. The comparison betweenpp and heavy-ions can
give valuable information about the properties of the QGP
and its interaction with partons from the hard-scatterings.
This proceeding refers to results measured by the ATLAS de-
tector [3].

In the most central lead-lead (Pb+Pb) collisions at the
LHC, jets with large transverse momenta,pjet

T , are measured
to have approximately one half of the rates inpp collisions
when the nuclear overlap function of Pb+Pb collisions is
taken into account [4-8]. Photon-jet pairs [9,10] and back-to-
back dijet [11-13] are observed to have less-balanced trans-
verse momenta in Pb+Pb collisions compared topp collisions
as well. In these measurements, it is suggested that part of
the energy from hard-scattered parton is transferred outside
of the jet via interactions with the strongly-interacting QGP
medium.

Different, but complementary measurements are studying
the modification of the jets structure in Pb+Pb collisions re-
spectively to those inpp. Foregoing results have shown a
broadening of jets in Pb+Pb [14-17] and an excess of low-
and high-momentum charged particles as well. Depletion of
the intermediate-momentum charged particles associate with
these jets is also observed. Particles with a large fraction of
the jet momentum are usually narrowly aligned with the axis
of the jet. On the other hand, low-momentum particles are
observed to have a much broader angular distribution extend-
ing outside the jet [12,18-21]. These results are suggesting
that a process of soft gluon emission near the jet axis is re-
sponsible for the loss of the energy for jet quenching phenom-

ena [22-28]. Measuring yields of these particles with respect
to angular distance between the particle and the jet axis and
as a function of transverse momentum,pT, may give more in-
sight into the structure of jets after they have passed through
the QGP and make a better understanding the the QGP itself.

2. Inclusive fragmentation functions

This proceeding picks the most important results from several
papers quantifyingpT distributions of charged particles at a
distancer around the jet axis. The measured yields which are
corrected for the detector effect are defined as follows [29]:

D(pT, r) =
1

Njet

1
2πrdr

dnch(pT, r)
dpT

,

where Njet is the number of jets in consideration and
nch(pT, r) is the number of charged particles with a givenpT

at a distancer from the jet axis. The ratios of the charged-
particle yields measured in Pb+Pb andpp collisions

RD(pT,r) =
D(pT, r)|Pb+Pb

D(pT, r)|pp
,

quantify the modifications of the yields due to the QGP
medium. Furthermore, the differences between theD(pT, r)
distributions in Pb+Pb andpp collisions

∆D(pT, r) = D(pT, r)|Pb+Pb −D(pT, r)|pp,

allow the absolute differences in charged-particle yields be-
tween the two collision systems to be measured.

Generally, D(pT, r) distributions evaluated inpp and
Pb+Pb collisions decrease as a function of distance from the
jet axis. The rate of fall-off increases rapidly for higherpT

particles, with most of them being concentrated near the jet
axis. The distributions shows a difference in shape between
Pb+Pb andpp collisions, with the Pb+Pb distributions be-
ing broader at lowpT (pT < 4 GeV) and narrower at high
pT (pT > 4 GeV). This modification depends on the colli-
sion centrality and is smaller for more peripheral Pb+Pb col-
lisions.
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FIGURE 1. Ratio of D(pT, r) distributions in Pb+Pb to those in
pp collisions as a function of angular distancer for 126 < pjet

T <
158 GeV for seven charged particlespT selections. Only the most
central collisions 0 – 10% are shown. The vertical bars on the data
points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded boxes in-
dicate systematic uncertainties. The widths of the boxes are not
indicative of the bin size, and the points are shifted horizontally for
better visibility. Figure from [29].

3. Radial dependency of fragmentation func-
tions

To quantify modifications seen inD(pT, r) distributions, ra-
tios of theD(pT, r) distributions in Pb+Pb collisions to those
measured inpp are evaluated in charged particlepT for seven
bins in jetpT and three bins in Pb+Pb centrality.RD(pT,r)

measured forpjet
T = 126− 158 GeV are show in Fig. 1.

In 0 – 10% central collisions,RD(pT,r) is greater than
unity for approximatelyr < 0.8 for charged particles with
pT less than4.0 GeV. For these particles, the enhancement of
yields in Pb+Pb collisions compared to those inpp collisions
grows with increasingr up to approximatelyr = 0.3, with
RD(pT,r) reaching values up to two for1.0 < pT < 2.5 GeV.
The values ofRD(pT,r) is approximately constant forr in the
interval 0.3 – 0.6 and forr > 0.6 is decreasing. For charged
particles withpT > 4.0 GeV, RD(pT,r) is showing a deple-
tion outside the jet core forr > 0.05. With increasingr
up to r = 0.3 the magnitude of this depletion is increasing
and is approximately constant thereafter. For more periph-
eral collisions, the enhancement in the yield of particles with
pT < 4.0 GeV is similar to those in the most central col-
lisions, but the depletion is not as strong for particles with
pT > 4.0 GeV. There is no significantr dependence for
RD(pT,r) in the most peripheral collisions (60 – 80%) and
the values ofRD(pT,r) are within approximately 50% of the
unity. For more details see [29].

3.1. ∆D(pT, r) distributions

To further quantify the modification in terms of the particle
density, differences between the unfolded charged-particle

FIGURE 2. ∆D(pT, r) as a function ofr in central collisions for
all pT ranges for126 < pjet

T < 158 GeV. The vertical bars on the
data points indicate statistical uncertainties, while the shaded boxes
indicate systematic uncertainties. The widths of the boxes are not
indicative of the bin size, and the points are shifted horizontally for
better visibility. Figure from [29].

yields are also evaluated asD(pT, r). Figure 2 shows these
as a function orr for seven different charged particlepT

selections for 0 – 10% centrality interval. Compared to
pp collisions, the Pb+Pb distribution shows an excess in
the charged-particle yield density for charged particles with
pT < 4.0 GeV, where the largest excess is being observed
within the jet cone. Outside the jet cone, the difference de-
creases but remains positive.

3.2. Integrals of fragmentation functions

The unfolded D(pT, r) distributions are integrated for
charged particlespT in the interval of1− 4 GeV to construct
the quantityΘ(r):

Θ(r) =

4 GeV∫

1 GeV

D(pT, r)dpT.

The new distribution provides a concise look at thepT re-
gion of the enhancement discussed above and are compared
between Pb+Pb andpp in term of:

∆Θ(r) = Θ(r)Pb+Pb −Θ(r)pp,

RΘ(r) =
Θ(r)Pb+Pb

Θ(r)pp
.

Defined quantities are intended to provide aggregate infor-
mation about the variation with angular distance from the jet
axis,pjet

T dependence of the low-pT charged-particle excess
and magnitude. The usefulness of the ratio quantities is also
in the good possibility to compare with other Pb+Pb mea-
surements.

In the Fig. 3 is shown the∆Θ(r) distributions for differ-
entpjet

T selections for the centrality interval 0 – 10%. In these,
a significantpjet

T dependence on∆Θ(r) is observed; for the
particles withing the jet cone (r < 0.4) ∆Θ(r) is increasing
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FIGURE 3. ∆Θ(r) as a function ofr for charged particles with
pT < 4 GeV in four pjet

T selections:126 − 158 GeV, 158 −
200 GeV, 200 − 251 GeV, and251 − 316 GeV for centrality 0 –
10%. The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical un-
certainties, while the shaded boxes indicate systematic uncertain-
ties. The widths of the boxes are not indicative of the bin size, and
the points are shifted horizontally for better visibility. Figure from
[29].

FIGURE 4. RΘ(r) for charged particles withpT < 4 GeV
ranges in fourpjet

T selections:126 − 158 GeV, 158 − 200 GeV,
200 − 251 GeV, and251 − 316 GeV and centrality 0 – 10%.
The vertical bars on the data points indicate statistical uncertain-
ties, while the shaded boxes indicate systematic uncertainties. The
widths of the boxes are not indicative of the bin size, and the points
are shifted horizontally for better visibility. Figure from [29].

with pjet
T . The value of∆Θ(r) decreases in more-peripheral

collisions (not shown here), where itspjet
T dependence is no

longer significant.

Figure 4 showsRθ(r) for the 0 – 10% centrality interval
for different jetpT. A maximum forr ∼ 0.4 is observed and
a flattening or a decrease for largerr values, but never goes
below the unity.

4. Gamma-jet systems

In the above measurement, jets are selected by their final
pT, i.e., after the effects of quenching, which may result in
a bias towards jets that have suffered only modest modifica-
tions and complicates interpretation of the data [27,30]. Al-
ternatively, the initiating partonpT can be tagged with a par-
ticle unaffected by the QGP medium, such as a photon [31-
33]. The photonpT approximately balances the partonpT

before quenching and, thus, selects populations of jets inpp
and Pb+Pb collisions with identical initial conditions. A jet
recoiling against a prompt photon is more likely to be initi-
ated by the showering of a light quark, compared to inclusive
jets where gluons are the initiators more frequently. Because
of that,γ-tagged jets can provide information about how en-
ergy loss depends on the color charge of the initiating par-
ton. While the inclusive selection may be biased towards jets
which have lost less energy or were produced near the sur-
face of the medium, the photon selection equally samples all
geometric production points [34-36].

Figure 5 summarizes ratios of theγ-tagged fragmentation
functions in Pb+Pb events to those inpp events, and com-
pares them with those inclusively selected jets forpT interval
pjet
T = 100− 126 GeV measured in2.76 TeV Pb+Pb andpp

collisions [37]. Although the collision energy andpjet
T range

are not equal than that for theγ-tagged jet data, it was ob-
served that the inclusive jet fragmentation functions in this
region are compatible at the two energies and in nearbypjet

T

ranges within uncertainties [38]. Because of the difference in
centrality ranges in the inclusive-jet measurement, the cen-
trality range corresponding to the top of that in theγ-tagged
measurement is chosen (i.e., 0 – 10% for 0 – 30% in the case
of γ-tagged, and 30 – 40% for 30 – 80%). In the peripheral
collisions, the modification shape is quantitatively similar for
both sets of jets, observing a depletion at moderatez val-
ues and an enhancement at very low and very highz values.
Nonetheless, in central collisions,γ-tagged jets show an +ad-

FIGURE 5. Ratio of the fragmentation function in jets azimuthally
balanced by a high-pT photon: 30 – 80% Pb+Pb collisions topp
collisions (left); 0 – 30% Pb+Pb collisions topp collisions (cen-
tral); and 0 – 30 to 30 – 80% Pb+Pb collisions (right) as a function
of longitudinal momentum fractionz, for γ-tagged jets (full mark-
ers) and for inclusive jets in 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions [37,39]
(open markers). Hatched bands and vertical bars show for each
measurement the total systematic and statistical uncertainties, re-
spectively. Figure from [40].
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ditional relative suppression at highz and a counterbalancing
enhancement at lowz. On top of that, the minimum value of
the Pb+Pb-to-pp ratio forγ-tagged jets is shifted to largerz.

5. Z-tagged systems

Similarly to γ-tagged jets, Z boson can be used to mark the
opposite jetpT. At leading order, the Z boson and the jet
are produced back to back in the azimuthal plane, with equal
pT. Because Z bosons and leptons (to which they decay),
or similarly, photons, do not participate in the strong inter-
action, they are not modified by the QGP [41,42]. Because
of that, they can provide an estimate of thepT and azimuthal
direction of the opposite hard-scattered parton before the de-
veloping jet shower is modified through interactions with the
QGP [43,44].

To better reveal the modification, quantityIAA is intro-
duced, as the ratios of yields in Pb+Pb events to those inpp
events:

IAA =
YPb+Pb

Ypp
,

where yields are defined as all charged particles opposite the
Z boson in the chosen∆φ > 3/4π window. IAA is sup-
pressed at largepch

T , with a bigger suppression in more cen-
tral events and for selection of lowerpZ

T. ForpZ
T > 60 GeV,

theIAA values atpch
T lower than2−3 GeV, are different com-

pared to highpch
T , and is greater than unity. A similar increase

at low pch
T is compatible with lowerpZ

T selections, although
the uncertainties limit the significance of this enhancement.
A qualitatively similar suppression is observed over a wide
range ofpch

T values, and the general enhancement of theIAA

above unity at lowerpch
T , to those seen in the ratios of jet

fragmentation functions in photon-tagged events [40].
Figure 5 compares theIAA in 0 – 10% Pb+Pb events

with the following four theoretical calculations, which use
the same kinematic selections as the data: (1) the Hybrid
Strong/Weak Coupling model [34], which is combining ini-
tial production using PYTHIA8 with a parameterization of
energy loss derived from holographic methods, including
back reaction effects; (2) a perturbative calculation within
the framework of soft-collinear effective field theory with
Glauber gluons (SCETG) in the soft-gluon-emission (energy-
loss) limit, with jet-medium couplingg = 2.0± 0.2 [46,47];
(3) a coupled linearized Boltzmann transport (COLBT) and
hydrodynamics model [48,49], which includes jet-induced
medium excitations; and (4) JEWEL, an MC event gener-
ator which simulates QCD jet evolution in heavy-ion colli-
sions, including radiative and elastic energy loss processes,
and configured to include medium recoils [36]. All metioned
models qualitatively reproduce the magnitude of the degree
of suppression at largepch

T , greater than10 GeV. The Hy-
brid model, COLBT and JEWEL qualitatively describe the
increase at lowpch

T . For these three models, in this region,
removing the backreaction, medium recoils, and jet-induced
medium excitations, respectively, results in a significant un-

FIGURE 6. The IAA ratio as a function ofpch
T in data compared

with theoretical simulations, for the selection∆φ > 3/4π. The
vertical bars and boxes correspond to the statistical and systematic
uncertainties, while the shaded bands represent the theoretical un-
certainty (statistical for JEWEL, Hybrid, and COLBT-hydro, para-
metric for SCETG). TheIAA is shown for 0 – 10% Pb+Pb events
for pZ

T > 60 GeV. Figure from [45].

derprediction of the data. Several of these models also cap-
ture the relative difference in theIAA between the threepZ

T

selections.

6. Summary

These proceedings summarize measurements of inclusive
fragmentation functions measured as a function of jetpT,
charged particlepch

T , distance from the jet axis, rapidity of
the jet, and collision centrality. Results for measurements of
fragmentation functions in gamma-jet system and measure-
ment of normalized charged particle yields in Z-jet system
are also presented. Significant modifications of fragmenta-
tion pattern in Pb+Pb collisions with respect topp collisions
is quantified in details. Universal across measurements is the
observed enhancement of soft particle production which in-
creases with increasing distance from the jet axis, increasing
jet momentum, and decreasing charged particle momentum.
Results presented here should provide stringent constraints
for theoretical modeling of jet quenching.
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